DETERMINATION AND FINDINGS
FOR
SOLE SOURCE PROCUREMENT

FINDINGS

1. **Authorization:**
   19 DCMR § 4320.7.

2. **Minimum Need:**
   TumbleBook Library Renewal 2013

3. **Estimated Fair and Reasonable Price:**
   $6,000.00

4. **Facts That Justify a Sole Source Procurement:**

   The mission of the District of Columbia Public Library is equitable access to information tailored to customer needs, equipping people to learn all their lives, to embrace diversity and to build a thriving city. To support the mission, the Library has need of online tools, available both in the libraries and remotely, to provide information to customers varying in age, education, and ethnic background and the wide breadth of information they request on a daily basis.

   TumbleBookLibrary is an online collection of TumbleBooks – animated, talking picture books which teach kids the joy of reading in an accessible and engaging format. TumbleBooks are created by adding animation, sound, music and narration to existing picture books in order to produce an electronic picture book which you can read, or have read to you. The collection includes 125 TumbleBooks, 25 chapter books and 20 TumbleGames.

   **TumbleBookLibrary En Espanol and TumbleBookLibrary en Francais:** Includes a language drop down menu that allows users to view the entire website in Spanish or French. Instructions, news and descriptions of books are all in Spanish or French. Useful for ESL, Bilingual, and French and Spanish programs


   The TumbleBookLibrary provides enrichment to students who are reading independently with a variety of high interest material. It also provides support to
students who require skill building with a variety of exercises that can be matched with other areas of the curriculum. TumbleBooks are a great addition to a reading program that can be worked on independently by each student or by the whole class. It has been exceptionally well received by ESL and Special Education teachers.

TumbleBooks may also be downloaded with TumbleBooksUNPLUGGED application. TumbleBooksUNPLUGGED is an offline version of TumbleBookLibrary available exclusively for school and library subscribers. TumblePad 2.0 is a downloadable e-book reader application which allows you and your students/patrons to access TumbleBooks without being online.

TumbleBooks, a division of Tumbleweed Press, Inc., is the sole source provider of TumbleBooksLibrary.

5. Certification By the Contract Specialist:

I hereby certify that the above facts are accurate and complete.

_________________________________________   ___________________________
Contract Specialist                        Date

DETERMINATION

Based on the above findings and in accordance with the DCPL procurement regulations, 19 DCMR § 4320.7 I hereby determine that the award of a sole source contract for the services described herein is in the best interest of the D.C. Public Library.

_________________________________________   ___________________________
Contracting Officer                        Date